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Foreword

A Charter, Why and for Whom?
Tripoli is a city that has important assets in
particular its outstanding urban and architectural
heritage as well as its visible and balanced urban
structure.
But the city is facing significant challenges. It is
facing a degradation of its built heritage a part
of which has disappeared of the streets network
and of many recent residential blocks. Also, the
coastal motorway separates the city from the sea
and high potential avenues (like Al Jumhuriyya
avenue) are not developed.
The land use regulations applied since the
1990s do not allow overcoming most of these
difficulties. Many projects having participated to
the destruction of the built heritage were legally
undertaken under these regulations. Another
example is given by the high density housing
public projects that produced closed districts with
rather poor quality architecture.
Major projects launched to modernize the city and
open it to the world intervene in this context. They
raise the problem of their correct insertion in the
city and also the question of how to upgrade all
districts not concerned by these major projects.
Today, the development of Tripoli requires more
than ever new urban development orientations
able to ensure the transition from the past to
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modernity within the respect of identity and
principles of sustainable development.
This urbanism should go beyond establishing
orientations to be implemented. It must identify
the elements to be preserved representing
heritage, focus on architecture and transport,
and reach action plans and coordination between
planning and financing of projects.
The essential objective of this Charter is to
provide a gobal vision for urban and architectural
development in which various urban planning
measures and initiatives will be integrated in order
to modernize Tripoli in preserving and enhancing
its identity.
This Charter is also a working tool for all those
who intervene, at a professional or a private level,
in transforming the built and urban frame of the
city. Architects, planners and employees of public
administrations and agencies will be interested
by the orientations described in this document.
Students will gain to discover their city and its
human and built heritage wealth. The citizen
willing to rehabilitate or transform his house will
find, in this Charter, all the technical advices he
needs for a successful project.
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The Study Area
Az Zahf Al Akhdar; Shuhadaa Abou Malyana;
Al Mansura.

The project of Tripoli urban and architectural
Charter focuses on the area lying between the
Mediterranean Sea in the North and the Green
Belt project in the South.
The area consists of 11 Mahallats (districts): Al
Madina Al Kadima (Old City); Al Masira Al Kubra;
Ad Dahra; Shuhadaa As Shat; 7 April (As Sabee);
Al Manshiya; Bab Ben Ghashir; Sharee Az Zawiya;

Based on the 2006 census, the population of the
area is estimated at slightly more than 180,000
inhabitants and the number of buildings at
23,000, of which 18,000 are individual houses
and villas and 3,000 flats buildings, the all divided
as follows:

Population and buildings by type and by Mahalla in 2006
Residential Buildings
Houses
and Villas

Flats
Buildings

Total
Residential
Buildings

Facilities

Activity
Buildings
and others

Total
Buildings

Mahallat (Districts)

Population

Al Madina Al Kadima

13,986

1,584

226

1,810

298

9

2,117

Al Masira Al Kubra

19,349

1,182

678

1,860

110

25

1,995

Ad Dahra

10,767

544

461

1,005

51

20

1,076

Shuhadaa As Shat

25,997

1,835

394

2,229

60

132

2,421

7 April (As Sabee)

22,609

3,190

161

3,351

52

104

3,507

Al Manshiya

20,859

2,074

433

2,507

158

41

2,706

Bab Ben Ghashir

18,010

1,460

223

1,683

104

1,787

Sharee Az Zawiya

13,440

1,754

142

1,896

72

12

1,980

Az Zahf Al Akhdar

12,846

1,580

100

1,680

49

38

1,767

Shuhadaa Abou Malyana
Al Mansura
Total

8,630

1,018

86

1,104

98

49

1,251

16 274

1,846

198

2,044

63

37

2,144

182,767

18,067

3,102

21,169

1 115

467

22,751

Source: Population Census 2006.
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Tripoli Today (2009)

Important assets

A Well Structured City with Balanced Functions
Compared to many cities around the world,
the core of the city of Tripoli (the study area) is
featuring attractive urban setting, a visible urban
structure and a rather balanced distribution
of functions over its area. The urban setting
is characterized by the conservation of an
exceptional heritage comprising the Medina (the
Old City) and the expansions left from the Italian
period; the whole including quite outstanding
gems of the national heritage.

the Ring Road, which are crossed by fan-shaped
radial axis going from the centre to the gates of
the city. The most important radial axis are the
two coastal ones (to the East and to the SouthWest), the airport road and the First of September
Street (As-Sekka road…)

The geography of the city is very clear thanks
to strong landmarks that also contribute to its
identity, such as: the sea, port, Medina, squares
and monuments, the arcades of Magarief,
Rasheed and Omar Moukhtar streets, as well
as other edifices, such as the mosque of Algeria
square, the luxurious old and new hotels.

The busy shopping areas are mainly located
around the Martyrs Square (Green Square): on the
one side of the square the Souks of the Medina,
and on the other the shops of the city, particularly
along Omar Al Mokhtar, Um Hamad, Al Magarief,
and First of September streets… Other shopping
centres represent important landmarks in the city,
such as Ben Ashur street and Saqaa Mosque
district. The city is generally balanced between
East and West, on the social level as well as on
the functions’ distribution level.

The readability of the city is strengthened by it’s
road network which comprises three major eastwest bypasses - An-Nasr, Jumhuriyya and Souk
Al Talat Al Qadeem Al Jalaa boulevards—within

The housing of wealthy families is located, on
the one hand, in the East, especially the villas of
Garden City and of Ben Ashur, the centre of Ad
Dahra and residential buildings located at the
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General view of the Old City.

edge of Al Jumhuriyya avenue, and on the other
hand in the West, in some residential blocks as
well as in Gargaresh, that borders the studied
perimeter. As for the popular housing, it covers
in the core of the city, the Medina and the Italian
period district, as well as the traditional housing
districts adjacent to the Green Belt, both in the
East and in the West.
On the functional level, the major centre of the
city (around the Martyrs square) is surrounded
by two centres, the oldest one in the East (Ad
Dahra), the other in the West (Towers’ district),
where are distributed the main headquarters of
the public and private enterprises. As for public
administrations, they are distributed over a big
number of sites.
This overall balance observable in the studied
area is also noticeable through the region’s urban
scale: in fact, we notice that many economic
functions are established outside the major
commercial centre of the city: usually industrial
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but also tertiary activities. The proportion of the
buildings for purposes other than housing is the
same (5% of the buildings) in the centre (study
area) as in that throughout the urban area of
Tripoli and its neighborhood.

Urban Structure of Tripoli
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Major metropolitan projects

Residential dominant

Main downtown centre
(trade, leisure, restaurants,
administrations)

Background: View of the Old City. Foregrournd: old Tobacco Factory.

Important assets

Diverse Urban Fabrics Give Character to the Districts
Tripoli’s pleasantness stems from the diversity of
its districts, each of which conserved a peculiar
character, particularly thanks to the diverse types
of the urban fabrics.

and by remarkable constructions, such as the
Ottoman style School of Arts and Crafts, the
baroque style of Galeria di Bono and the Galeria
di Aurora.

The central districts are characterized by typical
architecture urban fabrics.

Furthermore, this district has been naturally
invested by small business and is the second
tourist district of the city after the Medina.

The Old City is organized according to orthogonal
streets’ layouts, probably inherited from the
ancient Roman routes. In this dense fabric the
buildings occupy most of the space (70%), leaving
a small space to roads network (slightly more than
10%) and to other open spaces: Buildings are
low; streets narrow and often topped by retaining
arches supporting opposing facades. Thus, the
created atmosphere is typical of old Arab cities,
but is distinguished by its orthogonal roads’
network.
The district built according to Ottoman-Italian
typology lying between the Green Square and
Algeria’s Square is characterized by relatively
low buildings (GF+2 to GF+3), a nearly equal
area between built up areas and roads network
area (each about 45%) and a small proportion of
open spaces. Atmosphere is at the same time
picturesque and impressing by the quality of most
of the facades, the interesting structures, such as
the arcades of Magarief street or Algeria Square,
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The extension to the South during the Italian
period (Omar Al Moukhtar street and its
surroundings) is organized according to a grid
pattern. The buildings range from GF+3 to GF+6.
The Omar Moukhtar’s street is characterized by
its rectilinear layout, the arcades that house the
shops in the North and by the International Fair
alongside.
The building blocks located in the back are rich
with interesting heritage buildings; but, important
damages occured, as well as the destruction of
old edifices in the South-East and many buildings
were heightened to inappropriate levels in the
North-West.
Outside the historic districts located in the
historic core of the city, other districts are also
characterized by a proper strong identity. The
Garden City district is characterized by its

The urban fabric of the Ottoman-Italian area.
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luxurious villas, its curved streets, vegetation and
the presence of several embassies.
Ben Ashur street is characterized by its straight
line with an important number of imposing villas
and shops.
The seafront districts in the North presents
particular characteristics marked by the presence
of the cornice, major hotels, and palaces—
including the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the
Palace of Culture—formerly palace for official
receptions. The residential districts consisting of
traditional individual housings, in the South of the
city, offer also very particular atmosphere. They
are calm districts with relatively narrow streets.
Hence, according to the previous analysis it
appears that the city of Tripoli is characterized by
7 main types of urban fabric:
t the Ottoman fabrics, mainly in the Old City
and the surrounding areas;
t the Classical fabrics made of multistorey
continuous buildings, mostly the OttomanItalian style;
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t the recent fabrics of collective housing
(generally in great public housing operations);
t the Villas’ fabrics, such as the “Garden City” in
Ben Ashur or the South-Eastern periphery;
t the Traditional Housing fabrics: Mansura,
Manshiya and others;
t the Tower District and the Media City;
t the Commercial / Industrial Buildings fabrics
(poorly represented in the study area).

All these urban fabrics are characterized by a special atmosphere.

The Old City – Ed Druj Mosque.

Recent Villa District.

Classical City (Background: First of Septembre Street).
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Urban Fabric Map
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As Saraya Al Hamra Citadel.

Important assets

A Remarkable Urban Heritage
One of Tripoli’s greatest wealth lies in its
remarkable historical heritage, which has
been damaged by lack of maintenance and
rehabilitation, but best preserved than other
heritage sites in other cities of North Africa and
the Mashrek.

The city reflects very well by its forms and its
heritage the long history of exchanges and cross
cultural influences (Phoenician, Greek, Roman,
Arab, Ottoman, Italian, African...) which gave a
special urban typology known by Libya and Tripoli
in particular.

This conservation is definitely due to the fact
that urban development was until now largely
dominated by the public sector, and to the
absence-for decades-of private real estate
speculation and investments other than in villas
and traditional housing.

The Old City is the place where the main part of
the architectural, urban and archaeology heritage
of Tripoli is concentrated. The Marcus Aurelius
Arch and the walls of the Old City are among the
oldest remains. They are followed by the Red
Seraill (As Saraya Al Hamra), the monuments
(mosques, hammams, etc.), large houses and
traditional souks of the Ottoman period. The Old
City has almost thirty mosques, thirty souks and
about 25 Caravanserais (khans), 3 traditional
hammams, 7 old foreign consulates, 22 historic
residences, schools, towers…

Heritage has several components: the
archaeology remains, part of which are still
visible (such as the Marcus Aurelius Arch); the
remains of the first Ottoman period; the Karamanli
the second Ottoman period; the colonial and
post-colonial period; as well as the architectural
heritage surrounding them.

Tripoli City Centre’s
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The Karamanli Hosh.
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The School of Islamic Arts and Crafts - First of Septembre Street.

In addition to this heritage, the Old City includes
a more ordinary but not less important urban
and architectural heritage: its traditional houses,
narrow streets’ fabrics, architecture and colors
that constitute its identity.
From the Ottoman period also remain some
remarkable sites situated outside the Old City,
in particular the School of Arts and Crafts,
the mosque of Zawiyet ed Dahmani and the
Karamanli tombs …
The Italian occupation period left significant
urban achievements in the city, such as palaces,
mosques, residences (case dell’INCIS and
others), town houses or apartment buildings. This
period also witnessed the achievement of urban
compositions of great interest with organized
and landscaped squares and arcaded shopping
streets.
The architect and urban planner Florestano
di Fausto (1890-1965) has been very active in
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Tripoli, especially from 1934, when the colonial
governor Balbo came to power. Di Fausto left his
marks on the Italian district, in architectural and
urban composition. His major achievements in
Tripoli were: the Government Palace (currently the
People’s Palace), the rehabilitation of the Marcus
Aurelius Arch, the palace and Cathedral squares
(Algeria’s Square), the Edificio del Gobierno
(currently Ministry of Interior), the Darar Mosque
in Ad Dahra, the Koranic University, the Church of
Ad Dahra, the Mehari Hotel (replaced by a more
recent building), the Casino Waddan Hotel, the
Galleria di Aurora, the fish market of Rasheed
street (souk el Hut), and the traditional industries
souk in Souk el Mushir and the Arab Café, the
prison in Bab Ben Ghasheer, some development
plans of new districts and many other buildings.
The city of Tripoli also includes special buildings
built during more recent periods: from the 50s
until the present days.

Riwak Al Karama (galleria di Bono).

Libya Museum – Qasr Esh Shaab.

The Marcus Aurelius Arch.
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The seafront. Panoramic photo.

Important assets

A Spacious City, with Great Potential for Greening
Tripoli finally has the advantage of providing
a spacious life context and has a set of open
spaces—planted or not, involved in the life context
charm and represent a significant potential to
increase the city green cover.
First of all, the city is privileged by its coastal
position along the Mediterranean Sea. The access
to seashore with a clear visibility on water is a
major asset that is not found in all other coastal
cities.
Several districts are composed of villas giving the
city a spacious and less oppressive atmosphere
than in excessively dense cities.
Numerous areas remain unbuilt, which is an
exceptional asset for Tripoli as a capital. The
Unbuilt space consists of several major groups:
t The water, banks and associated areas—
here, the Mediterranean sea, the coastline,
watercourses with their minor and major beds
(wadi);
t Roads network (streets, roads, squares),
main component of the public space, and
other uncovered surfaces (parking, open-air
storage);
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t Green spaces and more generally “open
spaces” in the ecologic sense, those that
are on a natural, permeable land allowing
biodiversity (agricultural areas, forests,
wetlands and other natural spaces).
Tripoli has several public gardens with a set of
roads planted with alignment trees. To these
green urban spaces we can add the An-Nasr
forest, the zoological park and many numerous
semi-public or private gardens which are
located in institutions (hospitals, universities,
administration…) or in residences.
The non-planted open spaces are (water surface
aside) those that offer the highest greening
potentialities, since green spaces can be created
in there, or planted with vegetations compatible
with other uses, at a lesser cost than from a
developed area.
With irrigation, the climate allows planting
and growing a large vegetable palette. The
Mediterranean basin is one of the regions that
have the highest biodiversity in the world. This
fact is true for its Southern bank, where practically
all the species of temperate and tropical climate
can grow.

Vegetation in the city of Tripoli.
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Multistorey public housing - Al Maezi.

… but many difﬁculties

A Degradation of Urban Space in a Number of Districts
It is true that Tripoli has many advantages
justifying its appealing and living quality, but the
city also faces many difficulties.
The first sign of weakness appears in the
degradation of the urban space.
Several districts are living a process of
degradation; green spaces decreased compared
to what they were ten years ago. Roads and
sidewalks are in poor condition. Urban furniture
is nonexistent or heavily damaged. New
constructions and unplanned rehabilitation
operations bring in architectural elements
that harm the city’s image. Public lighting is
incoherent.
Buildings deterioration is visible throughout the
city, whether Hoshs of the Old City, Ottoman and
Italian buildings of the centre, traditional housing
(Mansura…) or even some of the public housing
programs.
The perception of degradation of the architectural
environment is reinforced by the deterioration
of sidewalks and urban furniture, which seem
abandoned for many years in the city, with their
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management and maintenance being split over
many public services.
The Parks and Gardens Department is active to
improve the situation of the green spaces open to
public. However, the streets vegetation seems in
a poor state and has declined in many districts,
such as Sarim and Mansura; both known in the
past for their green cover.
Public lighting is a proof of the lack of coherence
in the overall management of the city.
Some districts, particularly on the seaside, seem
equipped with relatively homogenous equipment
concerning public lighting posts. However, this is
not the case for all districts.
In the Old City and its outskirts, the souks are
often too intensely lit with floodlights. The types of
lampposts used are ill-assorted and many of them
are not in harmony with the character of the place.
In the districts of the Italian occupation period,
there is a combination between traditional-style
lampposts, more modern material and lighting

Classical City buildings.

Lost of original typology of the house due to unplanned
additions or eliminations.

Replacing original door with
inappropriate iron ones.
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Inappropriate lighting ﬁttings.

masts rather designed for expressways or
stadiums—like those used on Martyrs Square.
In the other districts of the city, lighting is also
designed in an utilitarian way, without concern for
esthetics or value enhancement of these districts.
Lighting seems designed mainly to provide light,
without a true reflection on its intensity, color
and atmosphere we wish to create in a particular
district or street.
There are also management problems, like in the
Old City where lamps stay lit even in the day. This
is probably because some of them are connected
to a network that is not controlled by the public
lighting management.
The proliferation of questionable architectural
practices adds to this situation.
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Mistakes were made during the rehabilitation
or maintenance of cultural heritage buildings of
Ottoman and Italian periods, particularly by the
laying of ribbed roughcast on facades of origin
(main axes of the Italian city) or the replacement
of the paintwork stripes on ground floors of hosh
and villas by often colored rock facings.
“Novelties” that are not always very pleasant have
increased in new constructions and in the exterior
decoration of recent constructions. The same
goes for the abusive use of gilding, wrought iron
or wall cladding with stones or even marble. Or
even the treatment of doors with glossy veneer
with gold knobs and marble frames.
This type of practices, conveyed by craftsmen
without much architectural or heritage culture,
deeply harms the city’s identity.

Deteriorated sidewalks.

Building not in harmony with its surroundings.

First of Septembre Street - A proliferation of questionable
architectural practices and external decoration.
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Heritage deterioration.

… but many difﬁculties

A Decline of the Built Heritage
The Old City has undergone negative
transformations that made it loose a part of the
wealth of its cultural heritage.
The Walls of the Medina were kept on the NorthWest and South-West, but have disappeared in
the North-East and South-East.
The North-West district, which corresponds to the
Mahallats of Hara Al Kabira and Hara As Saghira,
is almost totally fallen into ruins and disappeared.
Only the synagogue has resisted.
In the Medina’s other districts, the overall situation
of the buildings is deplorable. Several houses
are in danger of imminent ruin. Protruding
elements (especially balconies) are likely to stall.
Inappropriate maintenance, such as stone or
marble cladding, distort a part of the heritage. The
rehabilitation efforts were concerned only for the
moment by classified buildings and some streets.
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The same deep degradation of heritage is
observable in the oldest urban core of Zawiyat
Ad Dahmani, and in a part of the Ottoman-Italian
district, South of the Martyrs Square.
As for the Italian pattern district, many buildings
of the Ottoman and Italian periods have
disappeared, usually in the middle of blocks
behind the main axes. They left room for lands
without defined landmarks or new constructions
not much in harmony with the surrounding
heritage.
Buildings of historic value, like Hotel Mehari, were
destroyed and rebuilt in other forms, materials
and heights.

Ad Dahra – deterioration of heritage.
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Current green areas open to public: only 30% of the population
is served in a radius of 250-meter around these spaces.

… but many difﬁculties

Insufﬁcient and Unequally Distributed Green Spaces
Tripoli has a number of green spaces insufficient
by international standards (the commonly
accepted standard is 10m2 per capita).
The green spaces open to public are actually
equal to 58 ha (excluding the green belt), or
3m2 per capita. New green spaces are under
development covering the total to 75 ha or 4 m2
per capita.
The lack of green spaces does not affect all
districts in the same way. The heart of the town
(inside the Jumhuriyya Boulevard) is properly
greened —with the exception of the Old City,
while the districts farther from the centre are far
less well planted, especially the East and SouthEast districts.
The lack of green spaces can be corrected
throughout the city-level when the green belt
project will be implemented. However, this project
will not bring major change in the less well served
fundamental districts. It will be necessary to
create new local urban green spaces in the East
and South-East districts.
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The city’s districts less well served by green
spaces are, also, the most recent quarters.
Urbanization has progressively developed leaving,
for a long time, large open spaces used mainly
for agriculture. These areas could have been
an opportunity to create green spaces open to
public. However, that opportunity was not seized
and still free lands are becoming more and rarer.
The land use plans of the Second Generation did
not take into consideration areas reservation for
green spaces in these districts.
The shift of peripheral lands from rural to urban
status happened suddenly, without conservation
of vegetation and the landscape inherited from
the past nor the spontaneous vegetation (very
well adapted to soil and climate) that takes place
when cultivation are abandoned. It would have
been preferable to make the transition from rural
to urban status progressively, by planting new
vegetations under the cover of the old ones
and on living soil, and by only eliminating former
vegetation as the new ones grow.

Public gardens meet a real demand.

Green areas and vegetation slightly
contribute to the identity of Tripoli
Public gardens are visited by people which
proves that they meet a demand. Nevertheless,
their composition is often complicated,
sometimes banal, and the mineral parties (soil,
low walls, fences, sculptures) often occupy a
disproportionate place representing a high cost
of implementation and maintenance (even if they
are generally robust) and does not leave enough
space for the living element: vegetation. The latter
is not always appropriate with plants requiring
much watering; particularly lawns very popular
with residents liking to sit in the cool, but should
not be used as simple scenery (such as along
expressways), where they pointlessly consume
water while adapted plants (succulent plants,
oleander, bushes) would be as beautiful.
Even some well designed facilities structuring the
urban landscape, such as planting rows along
the streets, are slightly carrying the identity of
Tripoli: the rows of Canary palm trees or small-
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leafed ficus pruned like curtains are found in many
other cities in the Mediterranean basin. Locally,
we find more original shapes, such as the palm’s
coppices in front of the Red Serail (Saraya-elHamra).
It is in the private vegetation that we find the most
original trees: overhanging gardens on the street,
vines invading walls, isolated trees becoming
monumental and huge with time, pergolas
covering sometimes the public road ( as in the
Medina)…

Scenery use of vegetation.
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Green and Open Spaces: Present Condition
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The coastal motorway, a barrier between the city and the sea.

… but many difﬁculties

Axes and Streets Inappropriately Developed and Used
The coastal road, a barrier between the
city and the sea

Al Jumhuriyya Avenue: badly exploited
potentials

Major circulation axes pose specific problems.

Another important problem is Al Jumhuriyya
Avenue: an imposing axe crossing the city from
West to East. The avenue surroundings have not
been arranged in harmony with its character. To
the West in particular, the buildings that border it
have very diverse shapes.

The most important is the problem of the coastal
expressway, which is a sharp barrier between
the city and the sea and comes into conflict with
the pedestrians’ access to the cornice and the
seaside promenade and poses security problems.
This break does not only create a problem of
functionality. It is also important on the symbolic
and historic level. Tripoli has always been a city in
contact with the sea, the Old City was surrounded
by the sea and the Red Serail had once its feet in
the water. The coastal road has profoundly altered
the nature of this identity.

Al Jumhuriyya Avenue: badly
exploited potentials.
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Unfortunate gaps in the roads network
Other axes problems arise in terms of continuity
of the streets network, particularly in the crossing
through the Tripoli Central Hospital and Sidi Street
or even in the continuity of the East-West street
(Al Jalaa, the old Souk Al Talat).

A total car and roads policy cannot offer sustainable solutions through increasing the roads capacity.

… but many difﬁculties

A too Much Important Place for the Car in Town
Tripoli is characterized by the omnipresence of
automobiles as unique mean of transportation.
The narrow streets of the down town, the Italian
and Ottoman districts, are not suitable for the
use of automobiles. The Martyrs Square is
transformed into a giant parking lot, Haiti Street
is constantly congested and traffic jams affect
all important axes, particularly the Jumhuriyya
Avenue and Omar Al Mokhtar Street.
With the evolution of the inhabitants’ living
standard and considering the public support for
fuel prices, the use of individual cars can only
increase, especially in the absence of decent
public transportation alternatives.
The solutions brought by public authorities
have been so far trying to adapt the city to
the car. Expressways crossing the city; roads
are extended whenever possible, and we see
small service streets where four cars can fit
horizontally; blocks are demolished for parking
lots; crossroads were developed so that cars
do not slow down; interchanges of different
highway’s drop types are built between main
avenues; entry and exit link roads or bypasses,
large roundabouts with access triangles, angles
of blocks cut and rounded in a large radius are
visible everywhere.
Such developments have shown, in all the cities
of the world, their limitations and drawbacks: loss
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of continuity of buildings, loss of urban landmarks,
creation of many road islets consuming the
resources of the green spaces Department
without any benefit to the public, crossing
difficulty for pedestrians, and same inconvenience
to motorized traffic itself: lengthening of
courses, non-stop roundabouts traffic and other
intersections congestion which are more fluid
when traffic is low, but allow less traffic volume
than intersections with traffic lights.
There cannot be a sustainable solution to the
problem of transport and urban quality with
a total road policy. Tripoli will need to develop
alternative transportation means—particularly
mass transportation—like other cities have done,
in order to limit traffic in the city and make the
centre more pleasant to live for residents and
pedestrians.

50% of new construction exceed the historic canopy of the city centre.

City Centre - Between Omar Al Mukhtar and the seafront.

… but many difﬁculties

An Urban Planning Inadequately Controlled
Urban regulations applied to Tripoli are those of
the “Second Generation” launched in the 1980s,
first by the National Physical Master Plan, followed
by the Regional Master Plan, then the Subregional
Master Plan and the “implementation plans” which
include building regulations. This process lasted
more than 15 years.
Once accomplished (in 1999), the regulation
quickly seemed inadequate to face the current
dynamics and pressures: the pressure of demand
cannot wait until the end of these planning sudies.
In addition, urban policies have been changing,
with periods of tolerance towards irregularities
and in the contrary, periods of repressing
irregularities, or at least some of them.
A survey was recently conducted by the Urban
Planning Agency in Tripoli on a sample of 71
buildings constructed or being under construction
in the downtown. The survey showed on the
one hand, the extent of damage caused by
irregularities and, on the other hand, the damage
caused by the urban regulations of the second
generation plan, which ignored important
problems, such as the italian occupation period
built heritage.
The survey shows that 50% of new construction
exceed the historic canopy of the city centre
with heights usually varying between 7 and
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9 storey, while remaining compliant to the Second
Generation land use regulations (27 meters).
Hence, this regulation allowed the construction
of much higher buildings than those of the City
Centre (usually limited to around 15 meters).
One third of new buildings are constructed
without building permit. We should note that the
survey did not include the outlying districts where
irregularities could be more important.
20% of constructions turned out to be higher
than the allowed heights. These irregularities,
particularly destructive to the urban landscape,
are mainly caused by hotels.
This analysis does not take into consideration
other forms of irregularities, such as density
(usually doubled compared to regulation), parking
(no parking achieved , while the regulation
requires hotels to have a parking place for ten
beds + parking space for delivery, whereas
housing should have a parking space per
accommodation).
This survey highlights the strong reality of
irregularity without concealing the faults of an
urban regulation whose the effects significantly
alter the urban outline and create sever
dysfunctions in the city’s operation (traffic, urban
networks).

“Closed” high rise public housing.

Depleted low rise compound.

… but many difﬁculties

Public Housing Projects which Have Produced Closed Districts
The concept of great public housing projects in
the 1980s and 1990s did not take into account
the integration of new neighborhoods in the urban
fabric of the city. Most of the housing operations
were actually designed on their land regardless of
the surrounding areas.
The result was closed districts, with limited
access and without the other city dwellers having
to cross these new neighborhoods.

The city is around, not inside.
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This type of design sooner or later poses
problems. It produces “dormitory cities” in which
it would be hard to carry out commerce and
services.
It is important to ensure that new public housing
programs to be launched produce real “pieces of
city”, neighborhoods perfectly integrated in the
city.

Compound surrounded by expressways.

